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Abstract. The stability and asymptotic behaviour of solutions to the dynamical
initial past-history problem within the theory of linear viscoelast-icity is investigated.
First, a family of free energies is introduced as a Liapunov functional via the energy
method. Then, emphasizing the role of thermodynamic inequalities, the asymptotic sta-
bility property is derived by means of some original a priori integral estimates of the
solution.

1. Introduction. We shall consider a viscoelastic solid B occupying a bounded region
C R3 with smooth boundary dQ, in an unstressed reference placement. Let x 6 be

the position vector of any point of B. The motion of the body is given by the displacement
vector u(x, t) as a function of position x and time t. As usual, in linearized theories the
deformation is described by the infinitesimal strain tensor E = sym Vu.

The theory of linear isothermal viscoelasticity [1]—[4] is characterized by a stress-strain
relation of the form

T(x,£) = X(Et(x, ■)), (x,t)e!lxR+

where T is the stress tensor, E' is the strain tensor history up to time t, i.e., E((x, s) =
E(x, t — s), s € M+, and

roo

T(E4(x, ■)) = G0(x)E'(x, 0) + / G'(x, s)E'(x, s) ds. (1.1)
/o

Here, both Go and G' are fourth-order tensor-valued functions called instantaneous elas-
tic modulus and Boltzmann function, respectively. Following the viewpoint underlying
previous results on linear viscoelasticity [4], the minimal set of properties for modelling
a viscoelastic solid is considered. First, we assume

G' G L1(K+,L°°(f2)). (1.2)
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As a consequence, the relaxation function G(x, s) = Go(x) + Jq G'(x, t) dr is well defined
along with the limit G,c(x) = lim,,^,^ G(x, s).

For the sake of simplicity, the Boltzmann function G' is taken to be symmetric} In
this regard, as is well known [5], we observe that thermodynamics implies the symmetry
of Go and Goc, not the symmetry of the relaxation function G. On the other hand, as
proven in [6], the Second Law of Thermodynamics gives no condition on the definiteness
of G' but requires that G',, the half-range Fourier-sine transform of the Boltzmann
function, be negative definite,2 namely

G's(x,w) < 0 a.e. in fl for any u> 6 R++. (1.3)

In addition, the solid character of the body is prescribed by requiring that the equi-
librium elastic modulus Goc(x) is positive definite in il.

All previous assumptions on the relaxation function may be summarized as follows:
Pi. G is a symmetric fourth-order tensor-valued function continuous in x M+ and

differentiate in x 1R+.
P2. G' satisfies a "weak" fading memory principle, namely (1.2).
P3. Goo is positive definite, accounting for the solid character of the body.
P4. G' satisfies a thermodynamic restriction, namely (1.3).
P5. The limit of G'(x, s) as s —> 0+ exists and is bounded a.e. in fl.
Henceforth, whenever no ambiguity arises, the dependence on position x will be un-

derstood and not written. Moreover, the Fourier transform of any smooth function / on
M will be denoted by f(u>). Regarding all functions defined on R+ as functions on K that
vanish identically on we set f — fc — ifs, where fc and fs are the half-range Fourier-
cosine and Fourier-sine transforms, respectively. Remarkably, by the Fourier inversion
formula we have

G(s) - Go = - I" 1 ~COSUJSG's{u) dui. (1.4)
k J 0 w

Thereby, the limit of (1.4) times s_1 as s —* 0+ is just the initial time derivative G'(0+),
which exists and is negative semidefinite because of P4 and P5.

Incidentally, taking the limit as s —> 00, from (1.4) it follows that

2 r°° 1
Goo — G0 = — / -G's(w)dw, (1.5)

K Jo U)
which yields the positive definiteness of Gq because of P3 and P4. By P1-P5 and the
boundedness of the right-hand side of (1.5), G's is continuous and

G;s and — G's belong to Ll {R+, L°°(ty). (1.6)
UJ

When viscoelastic material behaviour is framed within the theory of materials with
fading memory, an appropriate normed function space is required. Of course, a norm
is basic in dealing with differential calculus on memory functionals and, specifically, in
scrutinizing stability. Usually, the norm is defined in terms of an influence function h

1A fourth-order tensor F is said to be symmetric if A • FB = B • FA VA, B G Sym.
2A symmetric fourth-order tensor F is said to be positive (negative) definite or semidefinite if A FA >

0 or > 0 (< 0 or < 0) VA 6 Sym \{0}. For ease in writing we shall denote F > 0 or F > 0 (< 0 or < 0).
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which models the fading memory property but is not strictly related to the material
constitutive features. For instance, we may consider the customary norm

roo

l|E* ||ft, = |E(i)|2 + / |E t(s)\2h(s)ds, (1.7)
Jo

involving a positive monotone decreasing influence function h £ L1(R"1") such that

pOO

/ \G'(s)\2h~1(s)ds <+00.
Jo

General properties such as thermodynamical principles and stability statements, how-
ever, should not involve any norm that strongly depends on a subjective choice of an
influence function. In addition, it is well known that thermodynamic potentials (e.g.,
free energy) are hard to construct and, generally, are not continuous relative to fading
memory norms like (1.7). This is a serious lack, since the continuity of such functional
is crucial in connection with Liapunov-type stability.

In order to avoid these drawbacks, some authors [7] constructed history norms through
positive-definite quadratic forms that are free from arbitrary influence functions. Actu-
ally, inequality (1.3) and property (1.6) allow them to define history spaces where
enters the definition of the norm as an intrinsic influence function that naturally accounts
for the memory properties of the material. More importantly, a continuous quadratic
functional endowed with the characteristic properties of the free energy corresponds to
each norm. Following this viewpoint, free energies were employed by Fabrizio [8] as
Lyapunov functional in scrutinizing stability, which is called the energy method.

This paper deals with solutions to the following dynamical initial past-history problem
with Dirichlet boundary conditions:

d2
^2 u(x, t) - V • T(x, t) = f (x, t), (x, t)e fix (0, r),

poo

T(x,f) = Go(x)Vu'(x,0) + / G'(x, s) Vu'(x, s) ds, (x, t) € Q x (0, r), (18)

u(x,t) = g(x, t), (x, t) £ dfl x (0,r),

„uf(x, s) = u°(x, s — t), (x, t) € i1 x (0, r), s >t,

where u is the displacement vector and u4 is the displacement history up to time t, i.e.,
u4(x,s) = u(x, t — s), s G R+. The body force f, the displacement boundary value g, and
the displacement initial past-history u° are given, of course.

As is well known (see, e.g., [9]), existence, uniqueness, and continuous dependence of
solutions to (1.8) easily follow from the positive definiteness of G0 alone. In spite of this,
notable results about asymptotic stability have been obtained by Dafermos [10] at the
cost of strong additional assumptions involving G' and G".

From a different viewpoint, a general result on asymptotic behaviour was established
by Fabrizio and Lazzari [11], Their approach heavily rests on the thermodynamic prop-
erty P4 but requires rather mild assumptions on G. Our aim, here, is to perform a general
stability analysis of linear viscoelastic processes on the basis of P1-P5, thus emphasizing
the role of thermodynamic inequalities such as (1.3).
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Although our original contributions mainly refer to the second part of this paper
(sections 3, 4, and 5), for the sake of completeness, the first part (section 2) outlines the
formerly quoted results on thermodynamic potentials [7, 8] and criticizes their application
to the energy method. In this connection, we point out that stability relative to any
viscoelastic energy norm implies stability relative to the usual elastic one.

In the second part we look for suitable a priori integral estimates involving a specific
"weighted" norm of the solution. These estimates, along with asymptotic properties
proven in [11], allow us to improve previous stability results. Emphasizing the connection
between thermodynamics and asymptotic behaviour of solutions, the asymptotic stability
property for linear viscoelastic solids is achieved on the basis of the thermodynamic
restriction P4. It is worth noting that asymptotic stability (but not simple stability) fails
if P4 is weakened, in particular, when the sign of inequality (1.3) is not strict. This is
proven by a simple counterexample. Actually, if there exists a circular frequency lo* > 0
such that G^(w*) is positive semidefinite, but not definite, then a special sinusoidal-in-
time past-history perturbation can support an oscillating solution of the same frequency
lo*. Let us also point out that P4 also provides a necessary and sufficient condition to
achieve the inversion of the constitutive functional (1.1) in the space L1 (or L°°).

2. Free energies and stability. In the sequel, via the energy method, stability
results are established involving a specific family of continuous free energy functionals
defined on the basis of [7].

Definition 1. A set <P of strain histories E' : R+ —+ Sym is said to be admissible if
the following properties hold:

i) E4 is Fourier transformable (in a distributional sense);
ii) /J* G'(s)Et(s) ds < 00;

iii) if E4 € 4> then each strain-history Ef+r, r > 0, such that Et+r(s + r) = Ef(s),
s € R.+ , is an element of

Let r<P denote the admissible set of all past-histories rE' that are obtained from
histories E* € ^ by restriction to R++. As a consequence, we have

<£ = Symxr<Z>, E4 = (E'(0), rE4).

Henceforth, we denote by <Z>e the subset of all admissible histories with present value E,
i.e., Ef(0) = E, and by E* the constant history taking the value E, viz., Et(s) = E,
s e M+.

Definition 2. A free energy, relative to a given constitutive equation (1.1), is a
functional ^ : <P —* M endowed with the following properties:

i) *]/ is continuous and differentiate with respect to the first argument so that
r\

X(Et) = —f(Ei(0),rE<); (2.1)

ii) is differentiable with respect to time and satisfies the inequality
r\ A

— ^(Et+S) < T(E'+S) • — E(t + s) (2.2)
OS OS

for all Ef € <P and s > 0 such that J^E(f + s) is continuous;
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iii) \l/ is minimal on constant histories; namely, for each E £ Sym,

$(E() > ^(Et), VE(£<fE- (2.3)

where the equality holds if and only if E* is the constant history E+.
In [7] the main result about free energy functionate involves a positive-definite, fourth-

order tensor-valued function N defined on R+ such that:
Ai. the Fourier transforms of N and G'N-1 exist (in a distributional sense) and,

moreover, Ns and K = — (G'N-1)., are positive definite on R++;
A2. for any strain-history E4 £ $, both N and N' = obey the inequality

/•OO

/ {(N'E4)S • J[(NE4)s - NSE(t)] + [(N'E4)C - N'cE(i)] ■ J(NE')c}(w) dw < 0
Jo

where J = K1/,2NS_1K1//2 is positive definite on R++ because of Ai.

Theorem 1 ([7, §4]). Let N be a positive definite tensor satisfying A1-A2. Then

$N(E(t),rEt)=|E(t)-G00E (t)

+
7T

2

1 /•OO

/ {[(NEf)s - NsE(i)] • J[(NEf)s - NSE(/)] + (NE% • J(NE')C}(W) du
Jo

(2.4)

is a free energy functional (in the sense of Definition 2) on <?n, where

<?>N = {E4 : NE* e L2(M+) and ¥N(E(t), < 00}.

If G satisfies P1-P5 then each \I/n defines a norm, namely,

HEt||?I = $N(E(«),rEt), (2.5)

and each space Hn, obtained as the completion of relative to this norm, is a Banach
space. Trivially, is well defined and turns out to be continuous on 7^n-

Remark 1. Let G be any function satisfying P1-P5. The choice N = 1 complies with
A1-A2 and the corresponding free energy, ^i, is given by

®1(E(t),rEt) = iE(t)-G00E(t)

i r°° 1 1
- - / {[WE« - E(t)] ■ ±G>E$ - E(t)} + El • -GjE^}(w) dw.

TT J0 U) U)

Moreover, is the maximal free energy; namely, for any N satisfying A1-A2 we have

n(E(t), rE') < $i(E(t), rE*) VEf eniC Hn.

Remark 2. All constant histories belong to the Banach space Hi, in fact,

||Et||i = |E ■ GooE.

Nevertheless, Hi cannot contain any oscillating histories, because its norm does not
exhibit the customary "fading memory" property.
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Remark 3. Let G be any function satisfying P1-P5 and such that G' < 0 and G" > 0.
Then, assuming N = (—G's)1//2, we have J = 1 and the functional (2.4) takes the form
of the so-called "Graffi-Volterra" free energy, namely,

1 1 f°°
*g(E w, rE4) = -E (t) • GooE (t) --J G'(s)[Ef (s) - E(f)] • [E\s) - E(i)] ds.

The corresponding norm || • ||g, given by (2.5), is naturally endowed with the fading
memory property and then all bounded histories belong to Tie-

By linearity, the stability problem for the evolutive system (1.8) reads as follows: to
determine the set U of initial past-history perturbations u° such that the zero-history
solution (namely uT = 01") to the homogeneous system

J^uf(0) - V ■ T(t) = 0, on ft x (0, r),
fOC

, T(t) = G0Vu'(0)+ / G'(s)Vuf(s) ds, on ft x (0,r),
J 0

u'(0) = 0, on dfl x (0,r),

uf(s) = u°(s — t), on ft x (0, r), s >t,

is stable (in the sense of Lyapunov) relative to a fixed "energy norm".
A straightforward calculation yields the classical theorem of expended power

(2.6)

.3

9 ( \
dtu,T)

2 1 lu(0)
2

^T(0>V^u(t)^ dt = 0. (2.7)

Since T is symmetric and E = sym Vu, by virtue of (2.2) and Theorem 1 the following
inequality holds:

jr(T(f),v|uW)<« = ̂ (m|B(t))m-EC0 )dt> |||VuT||&-|||Vu'T 1112 IIIV7,,0|||2 In

where

IIIVu41||^ = [ ®n(E(t),rEt)dx= [ UVui^dx. (2.8)
.la J n

Therefore, from (2.7) it follows that

9 , s
su|T)

2
|Vut|||n < -

2

11 [Vu 11 In* (2-9)
Now, the total mechanical energy associated to each specific free energy i.e.,

fN(uf) = [
Jn

1
2

can be viewed as the N- energy norm, namely.

1
2

tfN(E dx

|£n = ^n(u )
ft 2

V u* 111 n • (2.!0)

3Let (■, •) be the usual spatial L2 inner product, namely (u. v) = Re fn u(x) • v*(x) dx. where v* is
the conjugate of v. The corresponding L2-norm is denoted by || • ||, so that ||u||2 = (u, u).
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Then, by (2.9), each total-energy functional is nonincreasing along any solution, and
the continuity property of £n yields the following

Theorem 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, the mechanical energy is a Lyapunov
functional for the evolutive system (2.6). Indeed, £n is

• continuous with respect to the norm ||| • |||£N,
• nonnegative for any u' and vanishing if and only if uf = 0',
• not increasing along any solution of (2.6), i.e., £]\i(uf) < £n(u°), t > 0.

Relative to each N-energy norm, this theorem provides the zero solution to be stable
with respect to the corresponding class of perturbations

= {u° : R+ —> Hq(CI) such that |||u°|||fN < oo}.

Remarkably, £i is defined for any relaxation function G compatible with P1-P5 and, by
virtue of (2.5) and Remark 1, for each £n it follows that

Hi cWn and |||u"|||£n < |||u°|||fl for all u° E U°.

Namely, identifies the widest set of perturbations such that the solution is stable
relative to every energy norm. As a consequence of Remark 2, unfortunately, this set
contains no oscillating past-histories. If G' < 0 and G" > 0, then the choice N =
(—G'j.)1/2 leads to Graffi-Volterra's total energy, £g, and the corresponding norm ensures
stability with respect to all bounded perturbations.

Finally, it is worth noting that stability relative to any IS-energy norm implies stability
relative to the usual elastic-energy norm. By use of (2.3), (2.5), and (2.10), property P3
along with the Korn-Poincare inequality provide

1> -
2

d . , 2
au(!) + (Vu(£), GooVu(i))

1> -- 2
d , v
au(" + 3 llu^"2 m(n)

Therefore, for any N (compatible with Ai-A2) Theorem 2 leads to "classical" stability
of the null solution, but with respect to different sets of initial perturbations, namely

d , ,su(t) + lluWII//i(n) < c|||uf|||£N < c|||u°|||£n. (2.11)

3. Stability via "a priori" inequalities. In this section the same assumptions
P1-P5 are involved; however, following a different method previous stability results are
improved. With reference to an energy-like norm, all solutions of (1.8) prove to be stable
with respect to a class U of initial past-history perturbations larger than U\.

Remarkably, set U is affected by the asymptotic behaviour of the constitutive function
G', whereas is not. In particular, U might contain all bounded initial past-histories
if G' were properly decaying to zero as t —» 00.
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In order to emphasize the dependence on the initial perturbation u°, the given problem
(2.6) may be rewritten as follows:

d2 _»u(t)" v G0Vu(i)+ [ G'(s)Vu(t-s)ds
Jo

= V • To(i) on Q x (0, r),

(3.1)u(t) = 0, on dfl x (0,r),
. u(0) = u0, ^u(O) = v0, on fl,

where the source term and the initial data depend on u°, namely,

fOO ft
T0(t) = J G'(t + s)Vu°(s) ds, uo = uo(0+), v0 = u°(0+).

Let us introduce the set of perturbations U as follows:
Definition 3. U is the set of initial past-history u° : R+ —> such that
i) £u°(o+) e mny,

ii)i f To € L1(R+,L2{Sl)) and T0(0) G L2(ft), or
ii)2 V • T0 € L1{R+,L2(n)) and u°(0+) G ff2(ft).
Assuming P1-P5 hold, we prove the following a priori inequality:

Theorem 3. When u° G U the corresponding solution u : R+ —» Hq (fi) to (3.1) satisfies

+ llu(T)llHi(n) + ll|Vu|||5 < c0 for any r > 0, (3.2)9 ( \ 2a ' '
where Co only depends on suitable norms of Uo,vo,To(0), and To or V • To-

Proof, u(t), t > 0, being the unknown function of (3.1), we set

V = U — IfiUo

where if is a rapidly decreasing function such that 0 < <p(t) < <p(0) = 1 and <^'(0) = 0.
Both u and v have the same asymptotic behaviour as t —> +00, but v(0) = 0 and
f v(0) = v0.

In order to extend v preserving its continuity at 0, we identify v on [0, r] with the
corresponding function on (—00, r] which vanishes identically on (—00,0]. Thereby, a
straightforward calculation yields

ft rOO

G0Vv(t)+ / G'(s)Vv(£ — s)ds = GocVv(i) + / G'(s)[Vv(t - s) - Vv(f)] ds
J 0 J 0

and, in terms of v, (3.1) takes the form

d2»v(,)-v'
/>OC

= Vv(*)+ / G'(s)[Vv(t-s)-Vv(t)]ds
J 0

= s(t) + v- %(t),

v(t) = 0, on d£l x (0, r)

v(0) = 0, ^v(0) = v0, on O,dt
(3.3)

where

l(t) = -ip"(t)u0, T0(t) = T 0(£) + Go<p(t) + I G'(s)<p(t — s) ds
J 0

Vuo.
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The corresponding theorem of expended power reads

d ( \
aT(T) + ^(Vv(r), G00Vv(r))

+ / (/ G'(s)[Vv(f-s) - Vv(f)]ds, V^v(t)\ dt (3.4)i

= il|Vol|2+i (g(1,'Iv(i))<!t+l (v' *

or else, after integration by parts in x and t of the last integral,

!v(r) + i(Vv(T),GooVv(T))

+ / (/ G'(s)IVv(* ~ s) ~ Vv(t)]ds, V^v(t) ) dt

^"V°"2 + / + / (^T°^'Vv^)) dt ~ Vv(r))-

(3-4)2

On the basis of Parseval's Lemma, some manipulations allow us to transform the
double integral on the left-hand side of (3.4)i and (3.4)2 into a quadratic form. Actually,
we obtain

Jo (/ G'{s)[Vv(t-s)-Vv(t)}ds,^X7v(t)\ dt

1 f00
= — / (wGj(w)Vvt(w), Vvt(w)) cLj

n Jo

(3.5)

where vT is defined by

vT(t) =
[ v(t), t € (—00, r],

1 v(t) = u(r) — </?(r)u0, t £ (t, +00),

namely, vT vanishes on (—00,0), is constant on (t, +00) and is continuous across 0 and r.
Then, the restriction of vr on ]R+ may be handled as a continuous history with vanishing
initial value and, in connection with the notation of Sec. 2, we may set

|VvT|||i
poo

/ (wG's(w)VvT(w),VvT(u))(iw. (3.6)
Jo
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Accordingly, because of property P3 and Korn's inequality, from (3.4)j and (3.4)2
respectively follow

|||v(t)||2 + /3||Vv(t)||2 2+ lllvvT||ii

<^l|vo||2 + ^r[||gWII + ||v-r0 dt, (3.7)!

d , s 2
^V(T)

+ /?||Vv(r)||2 + |||VvT|||^ < i||v0||2 + ^ \\g{t)\\
d , , dt

+ WtT"">||Vv(t)||cft + ^||T0(r)||2 + |||Vv(r)||2. (3.7)2

Previous inequalities are exploited by means of a Gronwall-type lemma (see, e.g., [12]):

Lemma 1. Let g be continuous and positive on [0, t\, t > 0. If a constant C > 0 and two
nonnegative functions a,/3 6 exist such that

0 < g(s) < C + 2 f a(r)\/g(r) dr + f (3(r)g(r)dr for all s €E (0, t)
Jo Jo

then it necessarily follows that

f4 12 If1
g(t) < \[C + / a(s) ds exp / /3(s) ds .

Jo J Uo
Inequality (3.7) 1 immediately yields

+ ll|Vvr|||2 < |||v0|| + [||g(t)|| + ||V-7"0(£)||]<ftJ •
(3.8)!

On the other hand, choosing e small enough, inequality (3.7)2 yields

9 ( \ 2at ( ' + /3||Vv(r)||s

9 ( \ 2
^V(T)

+ 72||Vv(r)||2 + |||VvT|||2 < ^[||v0||2 + ||7"0(r)||2]

+ dt -|- ir»« II Vv(t) || dt

and, by means of trivial manipulations, it follows that

8 11
sv(T) ■7l|Vv(r)||

+ 4

2+4|||VvT|||2<?[||v0||2 + ||T0(r)||2]

Jo jllg(t)ll + ̂  }{ Ftv^ + 7"Vv^l} dt
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Finally, applying the previous Gronwall-type lemma, we obtain

8 , '
av(T> + 72||Vv(t)||5 |vvtih;

(3.8)2

<Cl[||v0||2 + |||r0|||2 2]+C2
0

s(t)ll +
g t 2

dt™ dt

where ci,c2 are positive constants depending on 7, £ and |[| • |||fci2 denotes the norm of
Lk(R+, for k = 1, 2,..., 00. Now, taking into account (3.6) and the expressions
of v and vT in terms of u, a straightforward calculation yields

||Vu(r)|| < ||Vv(t)|| + ||Vuo||, IIVu||i < sup |||VvT|||? + Muo||ffi(")'
teR+

d
su((> < 9 < \at '' ■ Muo| dT

mT° <
1,2

—T
dt 0 1,2

llsll 1,2 < ^2||uo||, III V • 7o||| 1,2 < III V • To I 111,2 + fei||uo||tf2(n),

+ fcslluollff^n) + ||Tq(^o||oo,2 <
dT
dtT° + r0(o)n<

1,2
_^_T
dt 0 1,2

where k\, fc2, ̂ 3, fci, k5 are positive constants depending on ip, G, and f2. Then, by Def-
inition 3 and the Poincare inequality, as a consequence of inequalities (3.8)i-(3.8)2 the
thesis easily follows.

Finally, we point out that U is affected by the asymptotic behaviour of the relaxation
function. Taking the homogeneous case into account, for the sake of simplicity, U contains
all bounded past-histories if G' is properly decaying to zero as t —> 00.

This feature may be emphasized by means of the following

Remark 4. Any initial past-histories u° € L°°(R+, Hq(Q) fl H2(Q)) satisfy ii)2 of
Definition 3 provided that G' obeys the condition

/•OO pOO

/ / |G'(s +1)\ds dt < +00. (a)
Jo Jo

On the other hand, any u° € L°°(R+,Hq($1,)) satisfies ii)i of Definition 3 if

rOO rOG

/ / |G"(s +£)| dsdt < +00. (b)
Jo J 0
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Proof. By use of the definition of Tq, we can easily obtain the following inequalities:

rOC rOC

V • T0(t)|||i,2 < / / IIV • [G'(t + s)Vu°(s)]|| dsdt
J 0 Jo

poo poc

< ki / / |G'(f + s)| ||u°(s)||//2(n) ds dt,
Jo Jo

pOO pOC

< / / ||G"(f + s)Vu°(s)|| ds dt
1,2 JO JolT°m

pOC pOO

<k2\ / |G"(t + s)| ||u°(s)||wi(q) dsdt,
Jo Jo

pOO poo

IIT0(0)|| < / \\G'(s)Vu°(s)\\ds < k2 |G'(s)| ||u0(s)||Hi(n) ds
J o Jo

that provide both conditions (a) and (b).
It is worth noting that (a) and (b) compel the asymptotic decay of G' in a customary

fashion. For instance, (a) is satisfied by any G' 6 that meets one of the following
properties:

i) \G'(t + s)\<k\G'(t)\\G'(s)\,
ii) \G'(t)\ < k(l + t)~2~e withfc,e>0,

iii) G'(t) < 0 and G-Gx e Ll(R+).
Similarly, (b) is verified by any absolutely continuous function G' 6 obeying

lG"WIS(TfVs <'•»>»)
or

G'(t) < 0 and G"(t) > 0.

4. Asymptotic stability. Besides achieving stability, assumptions P1-P4 were also
successfully applied to prove well-posedness of both dynamical (on the whole time axis)
and quasi-static boundary value problems (see [13, 14]). Nevertheless, we notice that
assumption P4 might appear too restrictive. Prom a mathematical point of view, indeed,
it is sufficient but not necessary to ensure the existence of a unique solution to the
quasi-static problem [15]. Moreover, P4 along with P3 turns out to be stronger than the
"strong dissipation principle" stated by Gurtin and Herrera [16].

In spite of this, for a linear viscoelastic solid obeying P1-P3, condition P4 provides a
necessary and sufficient condition to gain asymptotic stability of solutions to (1.8). First,
in order to prove this statement, we recall the following result.

Theorem 4 ([11], Theorem 1). Let us assume that the relaxation function G satisfies
P1-P4. If the initial past-history u° satisfies i) of Definition 3 and, moreover, is such
that V • T0(x,t) belongs to L2(R+, then problem (3.1) has one and only one
solution

ue tf1(R+,L2(ft))nL2(R+,i^(ft)).
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By joining this Theorem to Theorem 3, we can easily conclude that P1-P5 provide suf-
ficient conditions to achieve asymptotic stability (in the ordinary sense). This is stated
in the following result.

Theorem 5. Let us assume that the relaxation function G satisfies P1-P5 and the initial
past-history u° belongs to U*, where

U* = {u° € U : V-T0 G L2{R+,H-\n))}.

Then (3.1) has one and only one solution u such that

u g L2(R+, Hq(Q)) n Loc(R+, Hq(Q))

and

g l2(m+, L\n)) n l°°(r+, l2(^)).

In order to prove the necessity of condition P4 we have to show that the above Theorem
fails if inequality (1.3) is weakened. In particular, we assume that a circular frequency
lo* > 0 and a corresponding tensor A* G Sym \{0} exist such that

P4. G's(w) < 0 for any lo G R++ \ {<x>*} and A* • G's(w*)A* = 0.
Remarkably, condition P4 is allowed by the negative semidefiniteness of G's that is

quite equivalent to the Second Law of Thermodynamics in the form of the Clausius
property for isothermal cyclic processes (see [4]). In this connection, as suggested by
Fabrizio [14], the stronger form P4 of such a thermodynamic inequality is justified by
observing that the statement of the Second Law in standard textbooks requires the
distinction between reversible and irreversible processes and specifies that the equality
sign refers to the former ones and the inequality sign to the latter ones. Roughly speaking,
in a linear viscoelastic solid the process associated with any nontrivial (i.e., not constant)
strain-history is assumed to be "irreversible", thus involving the strict inequality.

If P4 is weakened into P4 then the asymptotic stability property no longer holds.
For the sake of simplicity, henceforth, let us restrict our attention to one-dimensional,
homogeneous viscoelastic solids. Accordingly, constitutive equation (1.1) takes the form

rOC

T(«x(x, ■)) = Got4(x,0) + / G '(s)utx(x.,s)ds, iGS) = (0,l) (4.1)
Jo

and (1.8) leads to the following boundary initial-history value problem:
r roc

utt(x,t) - G0uxx(x.,t) - / G\s)uxx(x.,t-s)ds = f(x.,t), (x,i)G(0,l)xM+,
Jo

u(x, t) — u° (x, —t), (x, t) G (0, Z) x M~,
u(0, t) = u(l, t) = 0, t G R+.

(4.2)
Here G' is assumed to be any (scalar) function obeying Pi,P2,P4,P5 and, moreover,
Goo = Gq + /0°° G'(s) ds is chosen to be positive, in agreement with P3.

The following Theorem shows that such relaxation functions compel all solutions of
(4.2) to be stable, but not asymptotically stable. Namely, if I is properly chosen, there ex-
ists a family of sinusoidal-in-time initial past-history which supports oscillating solutions
of the same frequency u>*. Hence, the null solution of the corresponding homogeneous
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problem with nonzero initial data fails to be attractive, and the lack of asymptotic stabil-
ity does occur. From a physical point of view, this allows the body to behave elastically
at some prescribed frequency. Such a situation is quite strange for a viscoelastic material,
where dissipation takes place along every nontrivial process.

Theorem 6. Let G' be any Boltzmann function agreeing with Pi, P2, P4, P5 and obeying
property (a) of Remark 4. Let G^P, and u* be such that

G* > 0 and G* >
rOC

/ G'(s)(l — cosu/s) ds, (4-3)
J 0

r = \/G5 + G>«)
ui*

u*(x,t) = csin {cosu*t + sinu;*£), t G H+. (4.5)

Then, for any c G M, the history u* belongs to U* and the homogeneous problem

pOC

utt(x,t)-GoUxx(xi,t)- G'(s)uxx(x.,t - s) ds = 0, (x,f) € (0,/*) x R+,
Jo

u(x, t) = u*(x, —t), (x, t) G (0,1*) x M~,
u(0,t) = u(l*,t) = 0, t G M+,

(4.6)

has a unique periodic (hence not decaying) solution.

Proof. First, we notice that (4.4) is well defined. Indeed, because of (4.3) we have
rOC

Go + G^(u;*) =G*00- G'(s)(1 - cosu*s) ds > 0.
Jo

On account of (4.5), past history u* belongs to L°°(R+, Hq(0,1*) fl H2(0,1*)) and, by
virtue of Remark 4, it is trivially seen to belong to U* for any c € R. Bearing in mind
the statement of Theorem 1, there exists only one solution to (4.6) that agrees with the
prescribed initial-history. A straightforward calculation shows that such a solution is
given by

tt(x, t) = csin (cosuj*t — sinu*t), (x, t) G (0, /*) x R+.

( *^^nce G*+G' (u>*) turns out to be an eigenvalue of —A on (0, I*), u solves (4.6) but it does
not exhibit any decay in time.

For instance, let us consider the following three-parameter family of relaxation func-
tions, exhibited first by Fabrizio and Morro in [17]:

G{t) = Gx + £ js2 - ^p-s + ^|exp(-/3s)ds (4.7)

where aGl and f3 > 0, Gx > 0 in order to comply with Pi, P2, P3, and P5. If 0 < a < 8,
the associated Boltzmann function G' meets P4, too. Actually, we have

G's(lj*) = 0 for a;* = an<l Gj(w) < 0 if u> 7^ u>*.
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Remarkably, relaxation functions (4.7) corresponding to 2 — \/2 < a < 2 + \[2 are positive
and decreasing. In addition, both properties (a) and (b) of Remark 4 are satisfied by all
functions of this family. In this case Theorem 6 applies, and relations (4.3)-(4.4) yield

<*->^(8-«)(«" 6),

r = _ (8 — a) (a — 6)
00 16/33 — a)/32

Thereby, for any given I and (both positive) it is always possible to determine
a £ (0,8) and (3 6 R++ so that system (4.6) has a unique periodic solution.

5. Some remarks on invertibility. Finally, we shall prove that P'i P4 allow the
invertibility of the constitutive functional (4.1). The point of view taken here is close
to that assumed in [18] and, especially, in [19]. The result we achieve, however, is
somewhat different with regard to the function spaces involved. Actually, we show the
well-posedness of the inversion problem from Ll, or L°°, into itself. To this end we recall
a result by Benvenuti:

Lemma 2 ([20], Teorema F). Let G' G L1 be a causal function,4 and let T be the mem-
ory functional defined by (4.1), namely

/•CO

T (t) = T(E (•))(<) = G0E(<) + / G'(a)E(t
Jo

\ ds.

Then, X is invertible on Ll (or L°°), i.e., there exists a causal function J' £ Ll such that

1rOO

E(t) = (■))(«) = JoT(t) + / J'(s)T(t - s) ds,
Jo

J"=G„

if and only if |Go + G'(z)| > 6 on the complex half-plane Re2: > 0, where 6 is a suitable
positive constant and G' is the Laplace transform of G', namely

rOC

— / G'(s) exp(—zs) ds, z G C, Rex>0.
Jo

Thereby, our goal is achieved by means of the following Theorem, which is a simpler
version of a previous result for tensor-valued relaxation functions.

Theorem 7 ([21], Teorema 5). If the relaxation function G satisfies P1-P4, then there
exists a positive constant 6 such that

|Go + G'(z)|>tf, Vz e C, Re2: > 0.

Proof. By Parseval's Lemma on Fourier transforms we have

/J —(

1 f°° -f(s)g{s)exp{-ius)ds=— f(r)g{u-T)dT. (5.1)
Z7T J _r^

4 A causal function is a function defined on M and vanishing on ]
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Letting a > 0, we choose / and g as follows:

,<0 |0,
\G'(s), s > 0, \exp(-as), s > 0.

Because of Pi and P2 the expression (5.1) is well defined and yields

* r G's(t) 2 f°° tG's(t)i f Gs(r) 1 2 f°G (a + no) — — I - ;—  — dT — — I
* J-00 (ot + luj) - IT 7V J_, a2 + t2 — uj2 + 2iaco

dr,

whence, splitting G' into its real and imaginary part for a > 0,

2 f°° r(a2 + t2 — lo2)G's(t)~ 2 r
Re G'(a + ito) = —

n Jo {a2 + t2 - lo2)2 + 4a2iu2 dT

ImG'(a + iw) = -— / - 2. 2 2 dr (5"3)
f Jo (a2 + t2 — lj2)2 + 4a2uj2

and, moreover,

ReG'(wj) = G;(w), ImG'H = -G's(w).

On account of P4, from the latter expression and (5.3) we obtain

ImG'(a + iui) ^ 0, Vw G M \ {0}, a G R+ (5.4)

since ImG'(a + ito) is an odd function with respect to u.
Now, bearing in mind (1.5), namely

G0 = Goo — — r G:'(r) dr.L
from (5.2) we obtain

Go + Re G'(q) = Go H— [
n J 0
2 r rG'.(r) dr

(a2 + r2)

fJO

so that, on account of P3 and P4, it follows that

Go ~1" Re G'(q + iui) > G^ >0, uj — 0, Vo? G . (5*5)

Trivially, inequalities (5.4), (5.5), and (1.5) yield

|G0 + G'(z)\ > 0, Vz G C, Re2 > 0,

and the thesis easily follows by pointing out that conditions P2-P3 lead to

lim [G0 + G'(z)l = G0 > 0.
\z\—>+00,Re z>0
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